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Abstract: Capacitive wireless power transfer can be realized by mutually coupled capacitors operating
at a common resonant frequency. An optimal load exists that maximizes either the efficiency or
the power transfer to the load. In this work, we utilize the frequency bifurcation effect to propose
a frequency agile mode that allows for a nearly coupling-independent regime. We analytically
determine the operating conditions of the coupling-independent mode based on the different system
gains. In this way, we obtain a solution that achieves nearly constant efficiency and power transfer,
even at varying coupling. We compare our results to inductive wireless power transfer where a
perfect coupling-independent mode is achievable.
Keywords: capacitive wireless power transfer; coupling factor; frequency bifurcation; resonance;
wireless power transfer

1. Introduction
Wireless power transfer (WPT) allows energy transfer from a transmitter to a receiver across
an air gap, without any electrical connections [1,2]. Technically, any device that needs power can
become an application for WPT. The current list of applications where WPT is applied, is therefore
very diverse [3,4]. We limit ourselves to some examples. Most known WPT applications are portable
electronics and household devices (e.g., smartphones, electric toothbrushes, wearables, smart watches).
WPT is especially important for biomedical implants such as pacemakers [5], neurostimulators [6] and
spinal cord stimulators [7].
The above examples are located in the low to midrange power levels, from a few watt to 100 W.
However, WPT also allows for high power transfer, well above kilowatt level (at short distance) and is
therefore used by industrial automation (e.g., automated guided vehicles [8], robots [9], and automated
underwater vehicles [10]). An important issue hindering the breakthrough of electric vehicles is the
limited action radius and the hassle to frequently connect the power cable. Wireless charging could
improve the adaptation to electric vehicles significantly by providing wireless charging points at
parking lots, in the garage, or at bus stops for electric public transport [11,12]. Even wireless charging
while driving is being pursued by installing transmitters in motorway lanes [13,14].
Other promising markets for WPT include the roll-out of Internet of Things (IoT) sensor
and communication networks [15,16], machine-to-machine communication systems [17,18],
powering unmanned aerial vehicles [19], and on-body sensor networks for animals [20].
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A promising WPT technique that has already entered as well the consumer as the industrial
market is inductive wireless power transfer (IPT) [2,21–23]. This near-field technique uses a varying
magnetic field to transfer energy from a transmitter coil to a coupled receiver coil. Another near-field
technique is capacitive wireless power transfer (CPT) that uses the electric field to transfer energy from
a transmitter plate to a receiver plate. However, CPT has not yet significantly entered the market and
its technology is not as maturely developed as IPT. Compared to IPT, CPT has the advantage to transfer
energy through metal, and is expected to realize WPT at a lower cost and weight than IPT [22,24].
In general, a practical WPT system design will pursue one of two options, depending on the
application [2,25,26]. It will either
•
•

optimize the efficiency of the system, e.g., for the wireless charging of high power applications as
electric vehicles.
optimize the power transfer to the load, e.g., charging transcutaneous biomedical implants.
Two approaches exist to achieve these solutions [27]:

•

•

In a fixed frequency design, an impedance compensation network is added to realize optimum
efficiency or power transfer at the operating frequency. The value of its components are
independent of the coupling between transmitter and receiver, but for each different value
of the coupling, another optimal load value applies. This approach has the advantage of realizing
optimum efficiency or power transfer at a fixed operating frequency. However, at fluctuating
coupling, the load value has to change to retain the optimal conditions.
In a frequency agile design, optimum efficiency or power transfer can be achieved for a fixed load
value, even at fluctuating coupling. With the same impedance compensation network as in the
fixed frequency design, a constant efficiency or power transfer can be realized by changing the
operating frequency, depending on the coupling between transmitter and receiver.

For applications where the coupling is variable in time, the latter scheme is preferred.
Recently, an analytical solution was given for realizing the frequency agile design by applying
frequency bifurcation for inductive wireless power transfer [27–29]. It allows for a coupling-independent
IPT system by sweeping the frequency to realize a purely resistive input impedance.
However, to our knowledge, no analytic coupling-independent solution was presented yet for
CPT. In this work, we study the fundamental design for achieving a CPT link that is independent of
the coupling between transmitter and receiver by using a frequency agile approach. More specifically,
our contributions are as follows:
•
•
•
•

determination of the power and transducer gain for a general CPT system;
analytical calculation of the bifurcation conditions and frequencies, necessary to determine the
optimal operating frequency;
analytical computation of the optimal solution for achieving a practically coupling-independent
CPT link;
illustration of the similarities to IPT.

2. Methodology
We consider a general, static CPT system. We focus on the wireless link itself and neglect any
remote electronics such as drivers and power conditioner. The capacitive link can be represented by an
equivalent circuit, given by capacitances C1 and C2 , coupled by their mutual capacitance C M (Figure 1).
We refer to [30] for the measurement procedure to determine the value of these capacitances for a
general CPT set-up. The coupling factor k is given by:
C
k= √ M
C1 C2

(1)
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Based on Norton’s theorem, we represent the supply of the transmitter by a time-harmonic
current source IS (peak value) with shunt conductance GS . Power is wireless transmitted to the
load conductance GL . We create resonant circuits by adding the shunt inductances L1 and L2 to the
transmitter and receiver, respectively, given by (i = 1, 2):
1
ω02 Ci

Li =

(2)

with ω0 the chosen resonant angular frequency. The inductor and capacitor losses are represented by the
series resistances RL1, RL2, RC1 and RC2 as indicated on Figure 1. It should be noted that the introduction of
these resistances slightly modifies the resonant frequencies of the two resonators, which become:
s
0
ω0i

= ω0

Q2Ci 1 − Q2Li

(3)

Q2Li 1 − Q2Ci

where Q Li = ω0 Li /R Li and QCi = 1/ω0 RCi Ci are the inductor and capacitor quality factors,
respectively (i = 1, 2). In practical cases this variation is very small and can be neglected. Anyhow, it can
be observed that for different transmitter and receiver quality factors, the resonators are not
synchronous, i.e., they have different resonant frequencies. In the following it will be shown that this
may affect the coupled resonators behavior.

Y

Yout

Yin
IS

GS

L1

CM

C1

RL1

C2

L2

GL

RL2

RC1 RC2

Pin
Figure 1. Equivalent circuit representation of a general capacitive wireless power transfer (CPT) system,
indicating the input admittance Yin , output admittance Yout , and input power Pin .

Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuit for the general CPT system, indicating the definition for
the input admittance Yin = Gin + jBin and output admittance Yout = Gout + jBout . We consider the
wireless link as a two-port network, characterized by its admittance matrix Y (Figure 1):

Y=

1
R L1 + jωL1

+

1
1
RC1 + jωC

1

− jωCM

− jωCM
1
R L2 + jωL2

+



1
1
RC2 + jωC

(4)



2

To generalize our analysis, we perform the following normalizations. We define the normalized
frequency u as:
ω
u=
(5)
ω0
We normalize the different quantities as given by Table 1. Notice that r Li and rCi are the reciprocal
of the quality factors Q Li and QCi (i = 1, 2), respectively. Analogously, gS and g L correspond with the
reciprocal of the external quality factors. The admittance matrix Y can then be written as:

ω0 C1
Y=




rC1 u2
r
+ 2 L1 2 + j
1+r 2 u2
r +u
L1
C1

√



u
− 2 u 2
1+r 2 u2
r +u
L1
C1

− j C1 C2 ω0 ku

√





− j C1 C2 ω0 ku

ω0 C2

rC2 u2
r
+ 2 L2 2 + j
1+r 2 u2
r +u
L2
C2



u
− 2 u 2
1+r 2 u2
r +u
L2
C2






(6)
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Table 1. Normalized quantities for CPT.
gS = GS /(ω0 C1 ) = 1/QS
r L1 = R L1 /(ω0 L1 ) = 1/Q L1
rC1 = ω0 C1 RC1 = 1/QC1
gin = Gin /(ω0 C1 )
bin = Bin /(ω0 C1 )

g L = GL /(ω0 C2 ) = 1/Q L
r L2 = R L2 /(ω0 L2 ) = 1/Q L2
rC2 = ω0 C2 RC2 = 1/QC2
gout = Gout /(ω0 C2 )
bout = Bout /(ω0 C2 )

If the quality factors are high, it is possible to simplify the admittance matrix by neglecting the
normalized resistances with respect to u2 . We obtain the approximate admittance matrix Y a given by:

h
i

√
2
ω0 C1 rC1 u2 + ruL12 + j u u−1
− j C1 C2 ω0 ku
h
i
Ya = 
(7)
√
2
ω0 C2 rC2 u2 + ruL22 + j u u−1
− j C1 C2 ω0 ku
For ease of notation, we introduce the following definitions:
a = 1 + 2g L rC2

(8)

b = 2 − g2L

(9)

c = 1 + 2g L r L2

(10)

d = r L1 + r L2

(11)

e = rC1 + rC2

(12)

r1 = r L1 + rC1

(13)

r2 = r L2 + rC2

(14)

The input admittance Yin is determined in the Appendix A. We obtain for the normalized input
2 and r r
2
admittance yin = gin + jbin (neglecting r2L2 , rC2
L2 C2 with respect to u ):
gin = rC1 u2 +
bin =

k2 u2 (rC2 u4 + g L u2 + r L2 )
r L1
+
2
u
au4 − bu2 + c

(u2 − 1) ( a − k2 )u4 − bu2 + c
u
au4 − bu2 + c

(15)

(16)

The imaginary part of the input admittance, bin , is zero if the normalized frequency u equals 1,
i.e., at the resonant angular frequency ω0 . This frequency is called the main resonant frequency.
However, Equation (16) demonstrates that other frequencies exist where the imaginary part of the
input admittance is zero. Indeed, if we pose x = u2 , the other frequencies are found by solving the
quadratic equation
( a − k2 ) x2 − bx + c = 0
(17)
Based on Descartes’ sign rule and the requirement of a nonnegative discriminant of the quadratic
equation (with 0 ≤ k ≤ 1), we find the conditions for which these other frequencies exist:
gL ≤

√

2

r
k ≥ kB =

a−

(18)
b2
4c

(19)

k B is called the bifurcation coupling. If the two above conditions apply, two other frequencies
besides the main resonant frequency exist where bin equals zero. These frequencies are called the
secondary resonant frequencies. Solving Equation (17), we find:
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s
u± =

p

b2 − 4c( a − k2 )
2( a − k 2 )

b±

(20)

At the main (u = 1) and secondary (u = u± ) resonant frequencies, the normalized input
admittance is real and equals
gin (u = 1) = r1 +
bd 1
gin (u = u± ) = g L +
+
c
2



k2
k2
+
2( g L + 2r2 ) 2g L

d
e
−
c
a − k2



[b ±

q

(21)

b2 − 4c( a − k2 )]

(22)

To optimize a WPT network for either efficiency or power transfer, two power gains are of
interest [31]:
•

•

The power gain GP , defined as the ratio between the power PL dissipated by the load and the
input power Pin of the network. This definition corresponds with the efficiency definition often
applied in the context of WPT [32]. Maximizing GP corresponds with maximizing the efficiency
of the system.
The transducer gain GT is defined as the ratio between the power PL dissipated by the load and
the maximum available power PAG of the generator. For a fixed PAG , maximizing GT corresponds
to maximizing the amount of power transferred to the load.

Both gain expressions as function of the admittance matrix of a two-port network are determined
in the Appendix A.
For the admittance matrix (7), we obtain after a simple but elaborate algebraic restatement,
2 and r r
2
and neglecting r2L2 , rC2
L2 C2 with respect to u :
GP =

au4

GT =

k 2 u4
gL
− bu2 + c gin

(23)

4gin gS
G
|yin + gS |2 P

(24)

As is to be expected, the power gain GP depends on the load g L , but not on the source
conductance gS . The transducer gain GT is dependent on both gS and g L .
At the main resonant frequency (u = 1) and the secondary (u = u± ) resonant frequencies,
the gains are given by:
k2 g L
GP ( u = 1) =
(25)
g L r1 ( g L + 2r2 ) + k2 ( g L + r2 )
gL

GP ( u = u ± ) =
gL +

bd
c

GT ( u = 1 ) =
GT ( u = u ± ) =

+

1
2



e
a − k2

−

d
c



[b ±

q

(26)
b2 −

p

b2 − 4c( a − k2 )]

4k2 gS g2L ( g L + 2r2 )
[k2 ( g L + r2 ) + g L ( gS + r1 )( g L + 2r2 )]2

[ gS + g L +

bd
c

+

1
2



e
a − k2

4gS g L

p
− dc [b ± b2 − 4c( a − k2 )]]2

(27)
(28)

It can be noted that in the lossles case (rCi = 0, r Li = 0), the denominators of
Equations (26) and (28) reduce to g L and ( gS + g L )2 , respectively. Hence, at the secondary resonances,
the gains are independent of k. On the other hand, if the inductor and capacitor quality factors are
high, the coupling-dependent terms in Equations (26) and (28) are generally small with respect to g L
and, consequently, nearly coupling-independent gains can be achieved.
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We have determined analytical expressions for the secondary resonant frequencies and the
corresponding gains under the assumption that the quality factors are high, i.e., for the admittance
matrix Y a . If we apply the same methodology for the general admittance matrix Y, the numerator
of Equation (16) results in a quartic equation in u2 which cannot be solved analytically, unless in the
particular case when both inductors and capacitors have the same quality factor (i.e., if both resonator
circuits are synchronous).
For asynchronous resonators, an analytical solution is not available. Depending on k, 2 or 4 solutions
can be found. Besides the main and secondary resonant frequencies, another resonance is found, valid for
the entire range of k, which is not present for the approximated model. However, this fourth resonance is
very large for practical values of k (u >100), and can therefore be neglected.
In the next section, we will not only discuss the derived analytical model (based on the
approximated admittance matrix Y a ), but also the exact model (based on Y) by numerical computation.
We will demonstrate the validity of applying the approximated analytical model for WPT applications.
3. Discussion
We discuss the results by considering an asynchronous CPT system with gS = r L1 = 0.01, r L2 = 0.015,
rC1 = rC2 = 0.005 and a load of g L = 0.15. This corresponds with quality factors Q L1 = 100, Q L2 = 66.7
and QC1 = QC2 = 200. Figure 2 shows the normalized frequency as function of the coupling coefficient k
for this configuration. Frequency bifurcation occurs for a coupling factor k higher than the bifurcation
coupling k B = 16.8%. The solid lines indicate the results for the approximated model, based on
admittance matrix Y a . We notice a perfect pitchfork bifurcation. The dashed lines show the result for
the exact model, based on admittance matrix Y. We observe an imperfect pitchfork bifurcation: two
separate branches are present.

1.4

Normalized frequency

1.3
1.2

u+

1.1
u=1

1
0.9

u-

0.8
0

0.1

kB

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Coupling coefficient
Figure 2. The main resonant frequency u = 1 and the secondary frequencies u± as function of the
coupling coefficient k for the example configuration. Frequency bifurcation occurs for a coupling
factor k higher than the bifurcation coupling k B . The solid lines indicate the results for the approximate
admittance matrix Y a , the dashed lines for the exact admittance matrix Y.

The shape of the bifurcation pattern depends on the values of the capacitor and inductor quality
0 > ω 0 , as in the present case, beyond
factors. If their values are such that from Equation (3) it results ω01
02
the bifurcation point the main branch follows the upper resonant frequency, while the secondary branch
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0 < ω 0 the roles of the lower and the
includes the lower and the central resonant frequencies. For ω01
02
0 = ω 0 ) the main branch follows the
upper resonances are interchanged. In the synchronous case (ω01
02
central resonant frequency (u ≈ 1) and a perfect pitchfork bifurcation is obtained from the exact model, too.
A practically perfect agreement between both models is observed, except in the immediate
neighborhood of k B , but even there, the perturbation is negligible small. We can conclude that if the
quality factors are high, a prerequisite for most practical WPT systems, the analytical model sufficiently
describes the system.
Figure 3 plots GP and GT as a function of the coupling factor k for the approximated and
exact model. No significant difference can be observed between the approximated and exact model.
The higher the coupling k, the higher the power gain GP at main resonance. In the WPT literature,
the power gain GP is often called the efficiency of the WPT link [31,32].

1
u=1
0.8

u+

GP

u-

Gain

0.6
0.4
GT

0.2

u+
u-

u=1
0
0

0.1

kB

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Coupling coefficient
Figure 3. The gains GP and GT at the main resonant frequency u = 1 and the secondary resonant
frequencies u± (for k > k B ), as function of the coupling coefficient k for the example configuration.
The solid lines indicate the results for the approximate admittance matrix Y a , the dashed line for the
exact admittance matrix Y.

The transducer gain GT is a proportional measure for the power transfer to the load. For this
example configuration, the transducer gain GT achieves a maximum at low coupling. The coupling
coefficient k c that maximizes the power transfer can be found by maximizing Equation (27) as function
of k. We find the optimal coupling coefficient k c of 6.5% (also called the critical coupling). For k > k c ,
the output power decreases again.
Figure 3 also depicts GP and GT at the secondary resonant frequencies u± . Obviously, these
values are only valid for a coupling higher than the bifurcation coupling k B . When operating at u± ,
both GP and GT increase slightly for u+ , and decrease slightly for u− . This indicates that the efficiency
and power transfer remain fairly constant for varying coupling (k > k B ). Notice the advantage of
the coupling-independent mode for CPT applications: compared to the main resonant frequency,
we obtain a higher power transfer to the load for u± (for k > k B ) at the expense of only a small
reduction in efficiency (in particular for u+ ).
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4. Comparison to IPT
CPT utilizes the electric field as means to transfer power wirelessly, whereas IPT uses the magnetic
field. The equivalent network for IPT is shown in Figure 4. A voltage source VS with internal
resistance RS supplies the transmitter. The inductances L1 and L2 are coupled by their mutual
√
inductance L M . The coupling factor k IPT is given by k IPT = L M / L1 L2 .
Resonance capacitors C1 and C2 and resistances R1 and R2 are added in series to each circuit.
Energy is transferred to the load R L .

RS

R1

C1

C2
LM

L1

VS

R2

L2

RL

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit representation of a general inductive wireless power transfer (IPT) system.

We normalize according to Table 2 and define r Tx = r1 + rS and r Rx = r2 + r L .
Table 2. Normalized quantities for IPT.
r 1 = R 1 / ( ω0 L 1 )
r S = R S / ( ω0 L 1 )
r Tx = r1 + rS

r 2 = R 2 / ( ω0 L 2 )
r L = R L / ( ω0 L 2 )
r Rx = r2 + r L

As was demonstrated in [27,28], an analogous coupling-independent regime can be achieved for
IPT. For this general IPT network, the power and transducer gain are given by:
GP,IPT =

k2IPT r L u4
(r1 + k2IPT r Rx )u4 + r1 (r2Rx − 2)u2 + r1

(29)

4k2IPT rS r L u6
D0

(30)

GT,IPT =
with

D 0 = [(1 − k2IPT )u4 − (2 + r Tx r Rx )u2 + 1]2 + [(r Tx + r Rx )u(1 − u2 )]2

(31)

At the main resonance frequency (u =1), the gains are given by:
GP,IPT (u = 1) =

k2IPT r L
r Rx (r1 r Rx + k2IPT )

(32)

GT,IPT (u = 1) =

4k2IPT rS r L
(r Tx r Rx + k2IPT )2

(33)

With the same methodology as for CPT, the secondary frequencies u± can be found:

u±,IPT

v
q
u
u 2 − r2 ± 4k2 + r4 − 4r2
t
Rx
IPT
Rx
Rx
=
2
2(1 − k IPT )

(34)

At u± , the power and transducer gain result in:
GP,IPT (u = u± ) =

rL
r1 + r Rx

(35)
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GT,IPT (u = u± ) =

4rS r L
(r Tx + r Rx )2

(36)

Both GP,IPT (u = u± ) and GT,IPT (u = u± ) are independent of the coupling between the
transmitter and receiver coil.
The solid lines in Figure 5 show GP,IPT and GT,IPT as function of k IPT at main resonance, for
the values r1 = 0.02, r2 = rS = 0.01, and r L = 0.15. For k IPT > k B , the dashed lines plot GP,IPT
and GT,IPT for the secondary resonances, which are coinciding for u+ and u− . When operating
at u± , both GP and GT remain constant. This indicates that the efficiency and power transfer remain
constant for varying coupling (k IPT > k B ): a perfect independent coupling is achieved for IPT [27,28].
In the previous section, we have shown that for CPT, a perfect independent coupling is not attained.
However, the change in GP and GT is almost negligible, resulting in a near independent coupling for
practical WPT applications.
1.0

0.8

GP at u±

GP at u=1

Gain

0.6

0.4

0.2

GT at u±

GT at u=1
0

0

0.1

kB 0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Coupling coefficient kIPT
Figure 5. The continuous lines show the gains GP,IPT and GT,IPT at the main resonant frequency u = 1
as function of the coupling coefficient k IPT for the example IPT configuration. The dashed lines indicate
the values at the secondary resonant frequencies u± , valid for k IPT > k B .

5. Conclusions
We have calculated the analytical expressions for the power and transducer gain of a general CPT
system. By determining the bifurcation conditions and frequencies, we have described the optimal
solution for achieving a nearly coupling-independent CPT link. This solution allows for a purely
resistive input admittance, leading to a nearly constant efficiency and power transfer for varying
coupling. It allows for designs capable of obtaining a higher power transfer to the load for fluctuating
coupling at the expense of a (small) reduction in efficiency. Measurements on an implemented CPT
setup to confirm our analytical results are part of future research. Finally, we have illustrated an
analogue configuration for IPT, where perfect coupling-independent power transfer is achievable.
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Appendix A. Power Gain Expressions for a Two-Port as Function of the Admittance Parameters
Appendix A.1. Equivalent Circuit
A two-port network can be characterized by its admittance matrix Y, with elements yij = gij + jbij
(i, j = 1,2). The following relations apply:
I1 = y11 V1 + y12 V2 I2 = y21 V1 + y22 V2

(A1)

At port 1, we connect a sinusoidal current source IS (peak value) with internal admittance
YS = GS + jBS in parallel. At port 2, a load admittance YL = GL + jBL is connected. This network can
be represented by the equivalent circuit of Figure A1. From YL = − I2 /V2 and Equation (A1), we find
the input admittance Yin = Gin + jBin :
y12 y21
y22 + YL

Yin = y11 −

(A2)

From I1 = IS − YS V1 and Equation (A1), we can determine the current at port 2:

I2 =

YS


V2 +

y21
I
y11 + YS S

Y

I1

IS

y y
y22 − 12 21
y11 + YS

V1

(A3)

I2

Yout

Yin Ino

V2

YL

Pin
Figure A1. Equivalent circuit of a two-port network with load admittance YL and current source IS
with internal admittance YS . The input power Pin is indicated.

We obtain the output admittance Yout = Gout + jBout and the Norton equivalent current Ino :


Yout

I
= 2
V2



= y22 −
IS =0

Ino = [ I2 ]V2 =0 =

y12 y21
y11 + YS

y21
I
y11 + YS S

(A4)

(A5)

In the next subsections, we determine the power and transducer gain [31] for this general two-port
network as function of its admittance parameters.
Appendix A.2. Power Gain
The input power Pin of the two-port network is:
Pin =

1
G |V |2
2 in 1

(A6)

1
GL |V2 |2
2

(A7)

The power PL dissipated by the load is:
PL =

The power gain GP , often also called the efficiency of a WPT network, is defined as the ratio
between the power PL and Pin . We obtain:
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GP =

PL
G V
= L 2
Pin
Gin V1

2

(A8)

With YL = − I2 /V2 and Equation (A1), this results in the following expression for the power
gain GP :
2
y21
G
(A9)
GP = L
Gin y22 + YL
Note that the power gain GP depends on the load admittance YL , but does not depend on the
internal admittance YS .
Appendix A.3. Transducer Gain
The maximum input power PAG , also called the available power of the generator, is given by [33]:
PAG =

| IS |2
8GS

(A10)

The transducer gain GT is defined as the ratio between the power PL dissipated by the load and
PAG . For a fixed PAG , maximizing GT corresponds to maximizing the amount of power transferred to
the load.
With V2 = Ino /(Yout + YL ), Equations (A7) and (A10), we obtain the expression for the transducer
gain GT :
P
4|y21 |2 GS GL
(A11)
GT = L =
PAG
|(y11 + YS )(y22 + YL ) − y12 y21 |2
Note that the transducer gain GT depends on both the load admittance YL and the internal
admittance YS .
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